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ABSTRACT
We report co-design workshops with registered dietitians conducted to identify opportunities for designing customizable
food trackers. Dietitians typically see patients who have different dietary problems, thus having different information needs.
However, existing food trackers such as paper-based diaries
and mobile apps are rarely customizable, making it difficult to
capture necessary data for both patients and dietitians. During the co-design sessions, dietitians created representative
patient personas and designed food trackers for each persona.
We found a wide range of potential tracking items such as
food, reflection, symptom, activity, and physical state. Depending on patients’ dietary problems and dietitians’ practice,
the necessity and importance of these tracking items vary. We
identify opportunities for patients and healthcare providers
to collaborate around data tracking and sharing through customization. We also discuss how to structure co-design workshops to solicit the design considerations of self-tracking tools
for patients with specific health problems.
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INTRODUCTION

Food tracking, a prevalent approach in self-monitoring, helps
people gain awareness of their food practices and improve
their diet [15, 16]. From healthcare providers’ perspectives,
the data collected through food tracking has clinical values for
assessing patients’ nutrient intake and providing treatment.
For example, by examining patients’ food intake, providers
can identify symptom triggers (e.g., food allergy [34], gastrointestinal problems [52]), and understand how patients’ eating
habits affect their health [30, 45, 46]. Traditional techniques
to collect food intake include questionnaires, interviews, and
paper-based diaries [12, 24, 50, 66]. Today, many people turn
to digital food tracking tools (e.g., a personal digital assistant (PDA) [25], mobile phone [61], computer [62]) for convenience, while some still prefer tracking food on paper [63].
As food is central to people’s daily life, food data cover
a broader context beyond what people eat. Food data could
include when they eat, where they eat, who they eat with,
how they feel about the food, and what they do before or after
eating [33, 42]. However, among the numerous food tracking
applications that are available in the market (e.g., MyFoodDiary [6], MyFitnessPal [5], Bitesanp [1]), most focus on collecting nutrition facts (e.g., calorie, protein, carbohydrates,
sugar, fat, fiber) of every meal, providing limited flexibility
for people to choose what to track about their food.
We see a growing interest in the Human-Computer Interaction community in learning about the tracking needs of people
with specific health issues and how they use existing tracking apps [22, 27, 29, 36, 47]. In the context of food tracking,
researchers have found that people’s tracking needs associate
with not only the dietary problems they combat (e.g., eating
disorders [27, 28], irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) [22, 36]), but
also their lifestyle, medication, and day-to-day activities [56].
The mainstream food tracking tools (e.g., MyFoodDiary
[6], MyFitnessPal [5], Bitesanp [1]) do not support addressing
these diverse and sophisticated needs. The lack of flexibility
in configuring what to track has become one of the barriers

